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tcrpretation a» explained above, it is urmeceBKitry to express
the idea of entropy in any formal definition.* In Fig. B such
a graph is given. The area under the curve, and lying between
the ordinateB at y0 anc"i r/?i» measures the number of heat units
supplied to the gas between the temperatures T0 and Tlt
Galwdation.	-Calling the entropy y, the area of the uhaded
strip = T. A <p, but this by definition is equal to AH,
therefore T.Ay ~~ AH
A      ah;
or A9? = -~
and  P=J rj1
From this formula the actual value of the entropy in a mass of
gas can bo calculated.
34. Unit of Entropy.—If the area under the curve in Fig. 6
were 1000 pound-calories and the temperature had remained
constant at 500° (1 (absolute), corresponding to an isothermal
expansion, the curve would have been flat, i.e. a straight line      \
parallel to the axis of entropy, and. it is clear that the difference      '
(q>i— <p9) would have had to be two units of entropy in length,      I
so that	'
2 X SCO = 1000 pound-calorics.	\
' One unit of entropy would therefore bo the amount of increase
ia entropy due to the reception of a number of heat units equal
in amount to the absolute temperature at which the heat is }
: received, and this unit of entropy is called 1 rank.	;
The temperature values used in entropy calculations must      |
always be absolute,   The importance of temperature-entropy      j
graphs lies chiefly in their applications to isothermal and      |
adiabatic transformations:—	f
(1)	In isothermal transformations the f temperature is con-      I
stant, so that the graph will bo a straight line parallel      /
to the entropy axis.	I
(2)	In adiabatio transformations no heat units are gained or      ?
lost, so that the entropy remains coiiBt&nt and the graph
will be a straight line parallel to the temperature axis.
* Readers desiring to get a fuller idea of fntropy are referral to
Professor Calendar's address to- the Physical HcKsiutyv of wMehi an
abstract is given an p. 07 of'2fa$ure for Mageh 16,

